Third annual travelling meeting of the XYdigitale project and the XY journal

Trento, via Mesiano 77 – Multi-purpose room at the BUM – Mesiano University Library
December 3rd, 2021, Friday – 4:00 p.m. / 6:00 pm
Online also, on GARR Meet platform (starting from 3:45 p.m.)

The meeting continues the two events in Rome (2019) and Aversa (2020) and aims to be an opportunity to discuss the topics to be hosted in the XY journal as well as the areas of interest towards which to direct the XYdigitale project, starting from the proposals expressed by the Scientific Committee and the Scientific Review Committee. This edition suggests enhancing some research fields for which the journal XY dimensioni del disegno was pioneering, combining them with the still current ideas that emerged during the first two meetings. The first important topic to be updated was hosted in the number 29-30-31 about ‘I luoghi del segno epocale’, 1997. It is the study and design of urban outskirts, the ‘unsolved spaces’ that can be rethought in the context of the contemporary Anthropocene.

PROGRAM

14:00  COLLATERAL EVENT
Palazzo della Regione (A. Libera, S. Musmeci, 1954-65), piazza Dante 16 – Meeting point and departure for Le Gallerie di Piedicastello
Visit with the curators of the exhibition Human Habitat: paesaggi dell’Antropocene
Transfer to the headquarters of the Department of Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering, UniTrento, via Mesiano 77

16:00  THIRD ANNUAL MEETING XYDIGITALE
WELCOME GREETINGS
Vincenzo Maltese

GOALS OF THE EDITORIAL PROJECT XYDIGITALE
Roberto de Rubertis, Giovanna A. Massari

XY JOURNAL: A NEW LOOK ON THE TOPIC OF URBAN OUTSKIRTS
Discussants: Paolo Belardi, Fabio Quici, Livio Sacchi
Moderator: Guendalina Salimei

GENERAL DISCUSSION ON THE TOPICS OF THE TWO-YEAR PERIOD 2022-23

I LIBRI DI XY SERIES: THE VOLUME 19, STORIA DELL’ARTE IN EUROPA BY DECIO GIOSEFFI
Giuliana Carbi Jesurun, Nicoletta Zanni

APPLICATIONS TO HOST XYDIGITALE EVENTS
APPLICATIONS TO HOST XYDIGITALE MEETING 2022 (02.12.22)

DECEMBER 4TH, SATURDAY

10:00  COLLATERAL EVENT IN ROVERETO
Visit to the exhibition Depero New Depero at MART and to the exhibition Depero e la sua casa d’arte da Rovereto a New York at the Casa d’Arte Futurista Depero

The event is open to the public. For organizational reasons we kindly ask you to confirm your participation by December 1st, Wednesday, filling out the form available online. After registering, you will receive a confirmation Email containing useful information for attending the meeting in person or remotely. Further information are available on the website www.xydigitale.it that contains the reference materials for the discussion in the dedicated page.